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John H. Clark III is an optimistic realist. 
 
He believes better development of leaders is what we (all) need.  
To be better organizations, we need more good leaders (not 
more followers).  And to build better leaders, John believes we 
must start with the most basic type of organization.  And the 
most basic organization is the individual (you, she, he, and me). 
  
Described as “an innovative leader,” John teaches leaders, 
organizations, and individuals how to inspire each other. With a bold 
goal to inspire a worldwide community of optimistic realists who 
continuously create, live, and share the bold, beautiful, and bountiful 
concept of The Ideal Life, John is leading a movement to inspire 
people to apply his trademarked mantra {Accept. Adapt. Achieve! ®}. 
  
An innovative business manager and retired commander with over 25 years of service as an officer in the 
United States Navy, John partners with leaders and organizations who want to make the greatest impact 
on their organization’s culture and within the “real” world.  Over the course of his life as a military leader, 
corporate mentor, and innovative content creator, John has discovered a wealth of insight about how we 
think, act and communicate within our work/life environments. As a career naval officer, mentor, 
educator, and optimistic realist, he has devoted his life to sharing insights to assist in our quests to become 
better at what we do – live @ work! His LinkedIn profile is https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnclarkiii/ . 
  
John has published 3 books: a leadership-development manual, “The Ideal: Your Guide to An Ideal Life,” a 
teen-focused guide, “Getting Out: Expert Advice for Today’s Teens,” and “God’s Heartbeat: A Powerful 
Premise for Leading a Christian Life.” Visit https://www.amazon.com/John-H-Clark-III/e/B0065ASJHA/  
 
A staunch community and education advocate, John founded TeenBuilding USA, a non-profit organization 
with a mission to increase high school graduation rates, promote higher education, and provide a positive 
venue where teens can develop life-leadership skills emphasizing personal and academic accountability.  
You can learn more about the mission of TeenBuildingUSA here: https://www.teenbuildingusa.org .   
 
As the author of several books and an engaging public speaker, John delivers a unique and refreshing point 
of view to life's seemingly overwhelming situations. His message resonates with an empowering blend of 
ideals that enrich, uplift, and “authorize” people to set and achieve goals far beyond current mindsets.  
 
John is an experienced multinational executive and avid traveler, visiting and living in many of the world's 
varied and vastly different countries, including Mexico, Australia, Japan, Germany, Hong Kong (China), 
Iraq, and The Philippine Islands, among others.  He holds an MBA from The Naval Postgraduate School, 
and a BBA from The University of Memphis.  His trademarked phrase is a winner: 
 

 
 

For more info, visit https://www.johnclarkiii.com or his LinkedIn profile https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnclarkiii/  


